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Video class available from 29/10/20  https://bbc.in/3e2Qrfp 

Language quiz 

Now let’s practise what you learned in the lesson! A, B or C – which is 

correct? 

 

Example 

That was  ______ film ever! 

A) the boringest      B) the most boring      c) the more boring 

That was the most boring film ever! 

1. Thanks for your help! You’re ______ sister in the whole world! 

A) the best      B) the bestest      C) the goodest 

2. I think I passed the test! It was ______ test I’ve ever taken. 

A) easier  B) the most easy  C) the easiest 

3. Elise is going to try and break the world record for ______ marathon. 

A) the fastest      B) faster      C) faster than 

4. Neptune is ______ planet from the Sun. 

A) the furthest  B) the farthest      C) both 

5. There are three phones I like, but I’m going to buy ______ one; it 

doesn’t cost as much. 

A) the cheapest      B) the most expensive      C) the most cheap 

6. ______ city in England is probably London. 

A) The famousest      B) The most famous      C) The more famous 

7. The longest film I ______ was 4 hours long! 

A) have ever saw      B) would have seen      C) have ever seen 

8. This musician is awful! It’s the worst album I have ______ listened to. 

A) already     B) ever     C) never 

Well done! Now you can check your answers at the bottom of the next 

page. 

https://bbc.in/3e2Qrfp
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Show what you can do: writing 

Now practise writing some sentences or speaking with a friend! 

 

Complete the sentences with your own ideas. 

 

1. The best hot drink is … because… 

2. The best food is … because… 

3. The worst music is … because… 

4. My most valued possession is… 

5. My most expensive possession is… 

6. The longest film I’ve ever seen is… 

7. The most boring subject is… 

8. The best experience I have ever had was… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers to exercise on page 1 

1. A - Thanks for your help! You’re the best sister in the whole world! 

2. C - I think I passed the test! It was the easiest test I’ve ever taken. 

3. A - Elise is going to try and break the world record for the fastest 

marathon. 

4. C - Neptune is the furthest/farthest planet from the Sun. 

5. A - There are three phones I like, but I’m going to buy the cheapest one; 

it doesn’t cost as much. 

6. B – The most famous city in England is probably London. 

7. C - The longest film I have ever seen was 4 hours long! 

8. B – This musician is awful! It’s the worst album I have ever listened to. 


